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RESIDENTIAL
HOB CUT-OUTS
Introduction
This bulletin discusses the integration of residential hobs in horizontal Corian® Solid Surface worktops. It also
introduces a new simplified technique for the integration of residential hobs in horizontal Corian® Solid Surface
worktops designed to reduce labour and save time, while still maintaining the ability to protect the cut-out from
heat damage.

Overview
Proper installation of residential hobs is essential. Hobs generate local temperature extremes that could damage the
Corian® worktop if the appliance is not installed correctly. Not all hobs are approved for use with Corian® Solid
Surface. Proper installation is required to qualify for the Corian® Design 10-year Limited Installed Residential
Warranty. The guidance provided in this document was developed for countries in EMEA as listed by DuPont
at www.corian.com and should not be used in other regions. For guidance for other regions, please check the
appropriate region at www.corian.com or contact a local DuPont representative.
The required mandatory cut-out method is changing from the traditional High Strength Cut-out (developed in
the 80’s) to a new, simplified method. The instructions and recommendations set forth in this updated EMEA
Residential Hob cut-out technical bulletin replace that given in the previous version.

A. Preplanning
Verify the hob or hobs can be safely installed. Some hobs may excessively heat the worktop and are not recommended.
The hob should be designed for residential usage, not commercial. Certain residential hobs are unsuitable for
installation in Corian® Solid Surface and are not recommended.
Unsuitable hobs include:
•

Hobs with covered gas burners (enclosed or non-enclosed).

•

Hobs where the gas burner is below the surface of the worktop (low crown design).

•

Separated unit modular hobs requiring individual cut-out for each cooking zone.

•

Hobs that have a worktop material temperature requirement greater than 90°C.
Grid for pans

Worktop

Gas burner

Figure A-1. Example of low crown hob
FIG. A1:
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Thermal damage from hob appliances that are not recommended is not covered under the Corian® Solid
Surface 10-year Limited Installed Residential Warranty.
Use only the DuPont recommended hob integration techniques described in this document. Any modification
of the appliance cut-out by non-trained and/or non-authorised personnel during, or after the installation
voids the warranty. Any hob integration method not described in this document will not be covered by the
DuPont 10-year Limited Installed Residential Warranty
Flush mounted hobs are discouraged, but may be installed according to the guidelines in this document provided
they require one single cut-out and are not of low crown gas burner design below the plane of the surface.
Hob manufacturers provide installation guidance giving minimum clearances to materials below, above, behind,
and to the sides of the appliance. If the hob manufacturer distinguishes between non-combustible and combustible
materials, follow the guidelines for combustible material. These distances tend to be larger for gas hobs, smaller
for electrical or induction hobs. If the hob manufacturer’s recommended clearances differ from the guidance in
this document, the larger number must be used. Overall worktop dimensions might have to be adapted project by
project to accommodate minimum obligatory clearances, cut-out dimensions and installation techniques described
in this document.
A proper perimeter support frame as described in the fabrication/installation bulletins must be provided for the
worktop with additional support for cut-outs as noted below. No deflection of the Corian® material is allowed in
the cut-out area.
It is important to review the hob installation instructions. It will have important guidance for proper
installation and will also include requirements for ventilation in cabinets. Proper ventilation is an essential
point to ensure the correct operation of the appliance and avoid excessive heat that could damage the Corian®
worktop. Hob installation instructions may require the kitchen installer to have provided venting in the
cabinet design for the hob. If ventilation requirements are not respected, the warranty is void.
Prohibitions in hob installation instructions on combustible materials within the listed dimensions do not
generally include the worktop itself, but extends above the plane of the worktop. Therefore Corian® Solid Surface
may be used for the horizontal surface, but vertical Corian® upstands or backsplashes must be further than the
provided distance. Seams at low height in backsplashes directly behind hobs should be avoided due to radiated
heat from pans. Not all hobs are suitable for installation in Corian® Solid Surface. If the hob instructions
prohibit the use of a combustible worktop material, Corian® Solid Surface is not suitable for the application. If
the appliance states a worktop temperature resistance requirement, Corian® Solid Surface should not be used if
the requirement exceeds 90°C.
By international standards (IEC 335-2-6, EN 30-1-1:2008+A3) the temperature rise due to the appliance of the
surrounding surface is limited to 65°K. These standards are based on testing at a room temperature of 20°C.
If the worktop cracks around the appliance and surface temperatures exceed 90°C then the 10-year installed
warranty is void.
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B. Cut-out Support
All cut-outs for worktops must have 25 mm x 100 mm front-to-back plywood underlayment support set back 5
to 10 mm from each side of the cut-out. This support should be part of the ladder frame underlayment. In thin
worktops where 25 mm underlayment is not possible, additional support within cabinet must be added. This may
be battens or 25 mm square steel box tube with 3 mm wall thickness attached to the cabinet in order to provide
additional structural support. This is in addition to standard support guidelines.
If there are multiple hob cut-outs there must be a support between each cut-out. An underlayment support strip may
be shared between two adjacent appliances if the location satisfies the requirement that the support is no nearer than
5 mm from each cut-out side. The support may have to be installed vertically in-between hobs.
Any potential deflection of the worktop in the cut-out area should be avoided as this would induce further stress
into the material. If cabinets are larger than 600 mm add further external support for the worktop. This may be
battens or steel box tube profiles attached to the cabinet in order to provide additional structural support. The
Corian® material must be attached to support with flexible adhesives, with sufficient thickness to maintain flexibility
(typically 1.5 mm). For more detailed information on the subject of structural support please see Corian® Solid
Surface Fabrication/Installation Fundamentals – Structural support (K-25291).

C. Hob cut-out material depth requirements
Always consider the depth of the remaining worktop surface at the front and back of the cut-out. For material
strength the remaining material depth at the rear of the cut-out should never be less than 50 mm to the wall.
The remaining material at the front of the cut-out should never be less than 50 mm. Due to heat transfer the
minimum distance from the cut-out to the wall or the face of an upstand is 50 mm (Figure C-1). Use the larger
of this guidance or the appliance recommendation. High output burners may require enough space that a break
front design is required.
Observe all relevant legal requirements during planning and installation.

min. 50 mm

min. 50 mm

Figure C-1. Hob cut-out minimum clearances

HELPFUL HINTS
When making a hob cut-out, the larger the radius the higher the strength of the cut-out corner. The radius of the corner
should be as large as the appliance flange will allow yet still cover. Minimum radius of the corner should be 6 mm.
The gap between the body of the under-box and the edge of the cut-out should be 3-6 mm on all sides.
For popular appliance models, it is advisable to make more than one hob cut-out template of each model to improve
workshop efficiency if not using CNC.
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Hob Cut-out with Full Height Backsplash
For worktops with a full height backsplash or wall cladding, more space is required between the back of the hob and
the full height backsplash to avoid heat damage. A break front worktop design will allow more width to the Corian®
worktop at the appliance installation location. Seams at low height in backsplashes directly behind hobs should be
avoided due to radiated heat from pans.
To comply with the DuPont 10 Year limited warranty for an installation with a full height backsplash behind a hob,
the following distances must be allowed:
•

For gas hobs a minimum space of 100 mm between the back of the hob and the front face of the vertical
Corian® backsplash behind the hob is required to dissipate the hot gasses/heat between the hob and the Corian®
backsplash/cladding to avoid heat damage. Many appliances may require a greater distance; check the appliance
specifications for minimum distance to a (combustible) vertical surface. Use the greater of 100 mm or the value
provided in the appliance specifications. Solid Surface is considered combustible. If the appliance guidelines
distinguish between distances for non-combustible and combustible vertical surfaces follow the guidelines for
combustible materials. If there is not enough space a non-combustible backsplash is required.

•

For electric hobs a minimum space of 50 mm between the back of the hob and the front face of the vertical
Corian® backsplash behind the hob is required. Use the greater of 50 mm or the value provided in the appliance
specifications. If the specifications distinguish between non-combustible and combustible use the guidance for
combustible materials.

•

A break-front design (as shown in Figure C-2) may be required to provide the space for the hob cut-out to
be positioned with the required extra space. If break-front design cannot be carried out an alternative noncombustible material could provide another option for the backsplash behind the hob.

Full Height Backsplash
100 mm
min distance

Break Front Worktop
allows more space

Figure C-2. Full height backsplash
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D. Types of cut-outs
Rectangular hobs require the use of the Simplified Cut-out technique, see section D.1. For nonrectangular cut-outs
the cut-out methods must be adapted. For cut-outs with corners with radius of more than 8 mm or round/oval cutouts see section D.2.
Gas hobs with burners below the surface of the worktop (low crown design) create a risk of direct contact of cooking
vessels with the worktop surface and excessive heat and are not covered by the DuPont warranty.
Flush-mounted hobs integrated in a Corian® worktop are not encouraged but will be covered by the DuPont
warranty if the described procedure in section D.3 is followed.
Separated unit modular hobs requiring individual cut-out for each cooking zone (any heat source) create a very high
risk of thermal damage to the worktop surface and are discouraged and not covered by the DuPont warranty.
Thermal damage caused from overhanging pots/pans to the Corian® material will not be covered under the DuPont
warranty.
Appliances must be installed according to these specifications or the warranty is void.
Any hob integration method not described in this document will not be covered by the DuPont 10-year
Limited Installed Residential Warranty.

D.1.

Simpliﬁed cut-out (rectangular standard hobs)

This new simplified technique for the integration of residential hobs in horizontal Corian® Solid Surface worktops
is designed to reduce labour and save time, still maintaining the ability to protect the cut-out from heat damage.
This method is mandatory for rectangular cut-outs and requires a corner radius of 6 mm or more. There is no need
for reinforcement blocks, but a strong, sound support is essential to avoid any deflection. The corner radius should
be as large as allowed by the appliance flange, but never less than 6 mm.
3M™ Aluminium Tape

R. 3 mm min.

Corian®
3 mm
minimal gap
5-10 mm

Figure D-1. Section cut of cut-out with minimum radius of 3 mm top and bottom edge,
aluminium tape and clearances
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The essential points to this new method are:
A. Corner cut-out radius should be 6 mm or greater. Remember that the greater the radius, the stronger the cut-out
will be.
B. The top and bottom edges of the cut-out should be radiused to a 3 mm radius minimum, or greater if the hob
flange allows.
C. Once the cut-out is completed, edges of the cut-out should be sanded smooth with a P150 abrasive (minimum)
to remove any tooling marks and nicks.
D. Apply underlayment support around the cut-out, set back 5-10 mm from the edge of the cut-out to allow
for rounding and sanding of the edges. This should be part of the frame supporting the worktop to ensure
maximum support, required to avoid any deflection of the cooking area. Please see K-25291 Structural Support
for additional information and guidance.
E. The cut-out must provide a space of 3 mm to 6 mm between the vertical edge of the cut-out and the internal
box of the appliance.
F. Cut-out including the flange area should be lined with 3M™ 425 Aluminium Foil Tape.
G. Bracing the worktop around the cut-out is highly recommended for transport.
Standard Method: the method detailed below uses a straight cutter and a round-over bit, and 3M™ aluminium
reflective tape (Scotch® Brand Tape 425).
Steps to completion:
1.

Using a template to the size required for the hob, make the cut-out through the Corian®. The cut-out must be
minimum 3 mm larger all round than the box of the hob. Support the cut-out piece while cutting so it will not
fall, potentially causing a crack.
To make the cut-out in the Corian®, use a 30 mm guide and a 12 mm diameter straight router cutter in a router
with minimum 1400 W power. To help reduce tooling marks use a straight cutter with length as short as needed.

2. Change the router cutter and insert the 3 mm radius round-over cutter with a roller bearing. Round the top and
bottom edge of the cut-out. Alternatively, a double radius cutter can be used to round the edges in a single pass
(see Figure D-2). Please check for variations in the thickness of the sheet.
3. Sand the edge of the cut-out smooth to eliminate any tooling marks and nicks with P150 abrasive (minimum).
4. Apply underlayment support around the cut-out, set back 5-10 mm from the edge of the cut-out to allow for
rounding and sanding of the edges. This should be part of the frame construction supporting the worktop to
ensure maximum support, required to avoid any deflection of the cooking area.
5. Apply 3M™ aluminium reflective tape (Scotch® Brand Tape 425) covering all the cut-out. The tape should
extend beyond where the appliance flange will rest (excess will be trimmed at installation). Wrap the tape around
the vertical cut-out edge and let the tape hang past the bottom edge of the cut-out of the sheet.

R. 3 mm

Figure D-2. Examples of R.3 mm round-over cutters with roller bearing
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D.2. Simpliﬁed cut-out:
Alternative method for cut-outs with larger corner radius
This is an alternative method for cut-outs with corner radius of 8 mm or greater, or for round and oval cut-outs. The
method detailed here includes a special router cutter (Ref. Titman XC341 or Albin Kraus C11.1 , see Figure D-4)
and 3M™ aluminium reflective tape (Scotch® Brand Tape 425). The minimum radius will depend on the diameter
of the cutter used (r. 8 mm for Titman XC341, r. 9 mm for Albin Kraus C11.1).
For larger radii, apply the subframe support prior to machining the cut-out ensuring the subframe material will be
cut at the same time as the Corian® cut-out for the whole perimeter including the corners. The template used should
produce the required radius in the Corian® cut-out and pre-applied subframe to run the cutter bearing against.
3M™ Aluminium Tape

R. 3 mm min.

Corian®
3 mm
minimal gap

Figure D-3. Section of cut-out for large corner radius with minimum radius of 3 mm
top and bottom edge, aluminium tape and clearances

Steps to completion:
1.

Using a template to produce the cut-out size and corner radii required for the hob, make the cut-out through
the Corian® including the MDF or plywood underlayment support (we recommend applying the support before
making the cut-out as it will reduce overall time).
To make the cut-out in the Corian®, use a 30 mm guide and a 12 mm diameter straight cutter in a router with
minimum 1600 W power. To help reduce tooling marks use a straight cutter with length as short as needed.
The cut-out must be minimum 3 to 6 mm larger all round than the box of the hob. Ensure the combination of
template, guide and 12 mm diameter cutter produce the required radius in the Corian® cut-out for the relevant
hob profiling cutter.
It may be advisable to first cut through the thickness of Corian® and then lower the cutter to cut the MDF or
plywood sub-frame if already applied.
If the supporting frame was not applied before executing the cut-out, please do it now making sure it’s flush with
the edge of the cut-out. Please note that if adding the supporting frame as strips the corners in the underlayment
will be square with no radius, therefore the radius of the Corian® corners will be that of the special cutter used
in the next step.

2. Change the router cutter and insert the special Titman XC341 or Albin Kraus C11.1 cutter (see figure D-4).
The MDF or plywood will allow the roller bearing to follow the cut-out aperture.
3. Sand the edge of the cut-out smooth to eliminate any tooling mark and nicks with P150 abrasive (minimum).
4. Apply 3M™ aluminium reflective tape (Scotch® Brand Tape 425) covering all the cut-out. The tape should
extend beyond where the appliance flange will rest (excess will be trimmed at installation). Wrap the tape around
the vertical cut-out edge and let the tape hang past the bottom edge of the cut-out of the sheet.
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Figure D-4. Special router cutter for cut-outs with large corner radius

HELPFUL HINTS
By using a full hob cut-out template, you can save time using a continuous cutting operation.
A sharp router or CNC cutter are the only recommended tools to perform an appliance cut-out. Never use jigsaws: the
chipping produced by blades act as micro-cracks that can expand into larger cracks with heating/cooling cycles.
The minimum radius of the cut-out corners should be 6 mm. The larger the radius the higher the strength of the cut-out
corner. The radius of the corner should be as large as the appliance flange will allow yet still cover.
Avoid sharp edges. Always round the top and bottom edges of the cut-out with a 3 mm radius cutter. Sand the edges of the
cut-out until they are smooth to a minimum grade of P150. There should be no remaining nicks or cuts.
Support the cut-out piece while cutting so it will not fall, potentially causing a crack.
The cut-out must provide a space of 3 mm to 6 mm between the vertical edge of the cut-out and the internal box of the
appliance.
Apply 3M™ Aluminium Foil Tape 425 around the cut-out including the area of the hob flange.
Any potential deflection of the worktop in the cut-out area should be avoided, strong sound support is essential.
Bracing the worktop around the cut-out is highly recommended for transport.
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D.3. Flush mounted hobs
The flush mounted fitting method is becoming common in induction hobs and some models of gas hob.
Care must be taken in advising end users that flush-mounted hobs can lead to damage of the Corian® surface
as cooking pots can be placed directly on the worktop surface when cooking. The perimeter of the hob must be
respected and hot pans not allowed to leave the hob perimeter and touch the surrounding Corian® material.
Flush-mounted appliances are not encouraged but are covered by the DuPont warranty only if the following
procedures are followed. Flush mounted gas hobs are only allowed when the gas burner is above the plane of the
worktop.
The flush mount appliance must be supported on the underlayment frame support. Do not mill Corian® Solid
Surface to create a rebate for the appliance flange.

Corian®

3 mm gap

Flexible joint (supplied by
manufacturer of the appliance)

R. 1.5mm min.

Wooden frame

Cabinet

3MTM
Aluminium
Tape

Hob

3 mm minimal gap

Figure D-5. Flush hob installation

1.

Flush-mounted hob integration generally does not allow enlarged corner radii, this enforces the need for an
even, flat and strong support to avoid any bending.

2. The cut-out must be done with a router and a sharp, minimum 12 mm diameter, straight router cutter: this is
the only recommended tool for this procedure. The minimum radius of the cut-out corners should be 6 mm.
The radius of the corner should be as large as the appliance flange will allow. Always use a proper template to
make the cut-out at least 6 mm bigger than the outer perimeter of the appliance to allow for a 3 mm gap.
3. It is important to sand all inside edges, removing any chatter marks from routing. The top and bottom edges
must be rounded to a minimum radius of 1.5 mm, and sanded until they are smooth. Particular care must be
taken when sanding the corners as this is a vulnerable area.
4. Allow a 3 mm to 6 mm air gap between the plywood support and the hob. If more space can be provided,
then do so.
5. Ensure the plywood underlayment frame supporting the hob overlaps the cabinet beneath (i.e. have no joins
in the front or back underlayment strips inside the cabinet area). This will stop the hob falling in the event of
underlayment parting from the Corian®. During fabrication ensure even flat support to avoid creating warp.
Adhere the underlayment support frame to the Corian® with an SMP polymer adhesive. Protect the plywood
support with 3M™ Aluminium Foil Tape 425. The bottom edge of the tape should hang vertically below the
bottom surface of the support. Do not wrap the bottom edge.
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6. Apply the foam tape supplied by the manufacturer and centre the appliance in the cut-out. Apply the 3 mm
wide silicone or PU flexible adhesive to seal the gap on the Corian® surface between the appliance and the
Corian® cut-out (follow appliance manufacturer’s instructions).
HELPFUL HINTS
Install the appliance following the appliance manufacturer’s installation guide, making sure the appliance will not rest
below the surface level. A good way to avoid it would be installing the hob 1 mm above the surface, calculating how much
the foam can compress. Check if all necessary insulation material is applied.
Centre the appliance in the cut-out prior to sealing the perimeter.

E. Integration of modular hobs in Corian® Solid Surfaces
The potential of direct contact of cooking vessels with the worktop surface determines whether the modular
appliance is acceptable.

Figure E-1. Domino hobs
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E.1.		 Domino hobs
The required hob cut-out integration technique for sit on domino hobs is the Simplified Cut-out method described
in D.1.
There are two ways of integrating domino hobs in a kitchen top: in one single cut-out or in separated cut-outs. While
the single cut-out method seems clear (Simplified cut-out method), the multiple cut-out needs some clarification to
make sure it will not fail:
1.

It is essential to have a sound support to eliminate bending. Extra support is required in the space between cutouts.

2. The distance between cut-outs must be at least 75 mm (from closest points of cut-outs). The appliance
manufacturer may require greater spacing.
3. All cut-outs must have a structural support around the perimeter, set back 5 mm from each side of the cut-out.
This includes support between each module cut-out. The support may be shared between appliances if the
location satisfies the 5 mm distance requirement. We recommend using 25 mm square steel box tube structural
support with 3 mm wall thickness in addition to the standard plywood subframe. The additional steel support
may be included inside the cabinet under the subframe or within a rebate in the subframe. The steel framing
can be used directly beneath the Corian® in the event of there being insufficient space for the plywood.
4. The customer must be informed that using excessively large cooking pans or cooking pans that span burners
between modules may create excessive temperatures, thermal damage resulting from overhanging pans is not
covered by the DuPont warranty.
5. The only cut-out method for executing flush mount domino hobs is a single flush mount style cut-out (see section
D.3).
Single cutout

Appliance config.

R. 6 mm min
3 x hobs

Plywood support
25 mm th. x 100 mm w.

Multiple cutout
75 min

hob

Plywood support

Appliance config.

75 min

hob

hob

Steel frame

25 mm th. x 100 mm w.

Figure E-2. Single and multiple cut-out modular hobs installation
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E.2.		 Separated unit modular hobs
Separated unit modular hobs requiring an individual cut-out for each cooking zone , whether electric or gas, present
a high risk of failure. This is due to direct heat transmission (cooking vessels partially on the Corian® worktop) and
difficulties in installing proper support. The use of separated unit modular hobs is discouraged and is NOT covered
under the Corian® Solid Surface warranty.

Figure E-3. Example of separated unit modular hobs

Figure E-4. Example of separated unit modular hobs

Figure E-5. Example of separated unit modular hobs
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F. Referenced documents
Corian® Solid Surface Fabrication/Installation Fundamentals –Cutting and Cut-Outs (K-25289).
Corian® Solid Surface Fabrication/Installation Fundamentals –Structural support (K-25291).
IEC 60335-2-6:2014: Household and similar electrical appliances – Safety – Part 2-6.
EN 30-1-1:2008: Domestic cooking appliances burning gas. Part 1-1. Safety. General.

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEB SITE: WWW.CORIAN.UK OR CONTACT YOUR CORIAN® REPRESENTATIVE
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE.
This information is based on technical data that DuPont de Nemours Inc. and its affiliates (“DuPont”) believe to be reliable, and is intended for use by persons having technical skill and at their
own discretion and risk. DuPont cannot and does not warrant that this information is absolutely current or accurate, although every effort is made to ensure that it is kept as current and accurate
as possible. Because conditions of use are outside DuPont’s control, DuPont makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information, or any part thereof,
including any warranties of title, non-infringement of copyright or patent rights of others, merchantability, or fitness or suitability for any purpose and assumes no liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information. This information should not be relied upon to create specifications, designs, or installation guidelines. The persons responsible
for the use and handling of the product are responsible for ensuring the design, fabrication, or installation methods and process present no health or safety hazards. Do not attempt to perform
specification, design, fabrication, or installation work without proper training or without the proper personal protection equipment. Nothing herein is to be taken as a license to operate under
or a recommendation to infringe any patents. DuPont shall have no liability for the use of or results obtained from such information, whether or not based on DuPont’s negligence. DuPont
shall not be liable for (i) any damages, including claims relating to the specification, design, fabrication, installation, or combination of this product with any other product(s), and (ii) special,
direct, indirect or consequential damages. DuPont reserves the right to make changes to this information and to this disclaimer. DuPont encourages you to review this information and this
disclaimer periodically for any updates or changes. Your continued access or use of this information shall be deemed your acceptance of this disclaimer and any changes and the reasonableness
of these standards for notice of changes.
Corian® and the Corian® logo system are registered trademarks or trademarks of affiliates of DuPont de Nemours, Inc. Copyright © 2021 DuPont. All rights reserved.
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